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Reviewed by Donna 

The Ripping Tree is a psychological thriller of historical fiction set in 

colonial times in Australia. The story unfolds over seven days, after a 

young woman, Tom, is rescued from a shipwreck and left on the steps of 

an isolated mansion called Willowbrae. 

Tom was sent to Australia to marry a man she has never met. Tom is a 

feisty, strong, stubborn tomboy who resists the absolute conformity 

expected from her. She seeks a life of her own but ‘men have imagined a 

life for me that completely disregards the life I’ve imagined for myself’.  

Willowbrae is her chance to reinvent herself – she feigns amnesia and the 

family decide to name her Poss. However, Willowbrae, which offered her 

freedom, soon becomes her prison and her only hope is escape. 

Willowbrae hides a terrible secret within its beautiful walls – a story of denial and brutality and the 

horrific consequences of colonisation. The Ripping Tree has many layers, like its namesake, the 

paperbark tree. It tells of the loneliness of a small boy, desperate to belong, the love for country and 

the beauty of our landscape and the vulnerability of women and their fate at the hands of men and 

the medical profession – especially when they do not conform to society’s conventions. 

There are parts of this story that are confronting and disturbing, but The Ripping Tree should be read 

as part of our nation’s ‘truth telling’. There are shades of the novels The Secret River and Rebecca 

and the short, sharp chapters make this a fast read. 

‘It is our great wound that needs suturing, and it hasn’t been yet, I fear, perhaps it never will be, for 

we’re not comfortable, still, with acknowledging it. We’re not comfortable with exposing stories like 

this to the air and the sun and salt’. 

Highly recommended. 
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